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Aanraku Eclectic
An eclectic variety of 26 window patterns to be enlarged. Each shown in
full color. Includes: seascapes, florals, birds, Japanese figures & more!
Garden Art In Glass
Patterns for garden stakes, plant stakes, trivets and tiles for the garden
and indoors that can either be fused or created in stained glass.
Instruction and designs for dragonflies, frogs, fairies, birds, ladybugs,
snails, and more.
Fabulous Fish
36 pg. of suncatcher size fish patterns for both fusing and foiling! Use
you most colorful glass to make these beautiful tropical fish. Color
suggestions and complete fusing instructions.
Marine Animals
82 designs for a wide variety of sea life that can be enlarged: eel,
octopus, tropical fish, crab, sea gulls, whale, dolphin, sea horse, and
more.
Marine World I
12 free form and rectangular patterns featuring colorful Angel fish, Beta
fish, dolphins, sea shells and a sea horse. Each design shown in full
color.
Beautiful Birds I
text 12 patterns to be enlarged, of elegant winged creatures! These
include dives, ducks, geese, roosters, Blue Jay, pigeon, hummingbird,
swan and a mischievous bird. Each design shown in full color with
suggestions for enlarging. .
Nature Designs
78 designs focused on nature themes: birds, small animals and fish,
many plants, and abstract designs. Adaptable for windows, transoms,
sidelights, and mirrors.
Stained Glass Roosters & Other Birds
15 full-size patterns up to 13” tall of country roosters, hen, turkey, owl,
duck, penguins, parrot and other birds, each shown in color on the front
cover.
Dog Breeds I
text You’ll love these life-like portraits of man’s best friend! 12 circular
patterns of German Shepherd, Boson Terrier, Beagle, Bulldog, St.
Bernard, Schnauzer, Chihuahua, Pomeranian, St. Hubert, Teckel and
Bernese Mountain Dog. A great gift idea for you or yours. Each design
shown in color.
Birds of North America
18 full size patterns of ducks, loons, owls, blue jays, chickadees,
woodpeckers, & more. Very attractive patterns, each shown in full color.
Birds of North America 2
17 more full size bird patterns that feature swans, whooping crane,
cardinals, bald eagle, puffin, pheasant, a Canada goose, and a variety of
ducks.
State Birds in Stained Glass
51 designs for suncatchers of the official bird of each state, and the
District of Columbia. Most measure 10” and have instructions to create
larger panels.
Glass Decor Outdoors
15 fused glass and 10 foiled projects for colorful garden stakes, bird
seed holders, hummingbird feeders, glass flowers, wind chimes &
more! Unique outdoor projects that combine copper wire & tubing with
decorative glass.
Butterflies, Nature’s Stained Glass
With their bright colors and black veining, butterflies are like little
stained glass windows! 23 different species in various sizes, with
information on each species, colors and habitat. Simple projects for any
beginner!
Realistic Duck Decoys
16 full size patterns modeled from duck decoys. Each approx. 13” long,
includes Mallard, Wood Duck, Canvasback, Pintails and more
Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!
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